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ABSTRACT

The gap between on the one side the users’ understanding of Business Process Models (BPMs) and on the other side the run behavior of model implementations is still with us. We introduce Abstract State Machine Nets (ASM Nets) whose component ASMs can be defined using a simple combination of textual (data-oriented) and intuitive graphical (control-flow oriented) yet semantically rigorously defined descriptive means. This allows the BP experts to design BPMs whose underlying ASM Nets constitute a reliable precise contract—a contract which guarantees the BP domain experts that the application-domain focussed understanding of the BPMs they design is also a correct understanding of the code behavior provided by the implementation of the models by software experts. This paves the way for the development of certifiably correct BPMs and their implementations. To illustrate one practical and one conceptual application of the concept we a) instantiate ASM Nets to model the behavioral meaning of the graphical and textual notations used in the commercial S-BPM tool suite with its focus on communication (service interaction) and b) show that applying the rigorous ASM refinement concept to ASM Nets supports IBM’s Guard-Stage-Milestone approach to adaptive case management by an accurate conceptual foundation.\(^1\)

1. INTRODUCTION

It has been shown in numerous occasions that the Abstract State Machines (ASM) Method [16] can help to close the gap between the detailed fine-grained execution behaviour of a software based system and the users’ abstract understanding of it. For references and characteristic examples see [46, 16]. During the last two decades the problem has received an increasing attention for the special case of Business Process (BP) modeling and execution systems.

A peculiar feature of the development of BPs is a widespread tradition to let the BP expert define Business Process Models (BPMs) using graphical notations which often come with only loose, incomplete or even ambiguous descriptions of the behavior they are intended to suggest and to leave the definition of an executable model to the software developer—without mediating between the loose graphical and the (by the nature of software necessarily precise) textual software model to guarantee that the latter correctly implements the former. As a consequence of the early (unsatisfactory\(^2\)) focus of BPMs on control flow still today many BPM approaches deal with data, communication, resources and conditions on the process environment (if at all) separately from process flow, as an add-on (which furthermore the BP domain expert may have difficulties to control)\(^3\) and often (as for example in the widely process-centric OMG standard BPMN [2]) only in a cursory manner, outside the precise specification and without precise connection to it.

We show that multi-agent ASMs can be defined as BP specific nets of components whose definitions are supported by a uniform notation which seamlessly combines textual and intuitive pictorial yet semantically rigorously defined descriptive means. The graphical part of the notation used for these so-called ASM Nets extends the classical flowchart notation for Finite State Machines (FSMs) and is integrated with the description of data, communication and resource aspects as well as of conditions on the process execution environment (e.g. coming through business rules), adaptable to the desired level of abstraction. This avoids the frequent mismatch between process and data layers in BPMs.\(^4\)

In Sect. 2 we explain why it is important and what it
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\(^{2}\)Traditional flow-driven assembly and orchestration of service components are ‘too rigid and static to accommodate complex, real-world business processes’ [47, p.415].

\(^{3}\)For example in [50] to insert data into a workflow model one must use XML and XSD, languages most BP domain experts will not know so that only an IT expert can insert the data into the workflow model.

\(^{4}\)This mismatch can be observed in mainly process-centric modeling approaches like BPMN where the data dependency of (or the data manipulation performed by) a BP activity is modeled mostly outside the BP model (if at all). This is the main motivation for so-called data-centric approaches to BPM, see [18].
needs to bridge the gap between high-level BP models and their executable versions. The section is of epistemological character and can be skipped by the reader who is interested only in technical matters. In Sect. 3.1 we define ASM Nets, in Sect. 3.2 we explain how applying the ASM refinement method [10] to ASM Nets can enhance IBM’s Guard-Stage-Milestone approach proposed in [27]. In Sect. 4 we instantiate ASM Nets by behavioral diagrams as they are used in the Subject-Oriented BPM method [20]. In Sect. 5 we discuss some methodological consequences the use of ASM Nets and their refinements yield for certifiability of BPs.

2. REQUIREMENTS CAPTURE BY GROUND MODELS

It is a well-known problem that the behavior of implementations of BPMs often does not satisfy the expectations of the domain expert who defined the models. This mismatch between the users’ understanding of a process and the behavior of the machine which executes the process is not even avoided by building the models using only standard notations, e.g. of the OMG standard for BPMN [2] and its ‘standard’ compilation to the OASIS standard BPEL [7], given the insufficient precision and the lack of completeness of these standards and the conceptual mismatch between them, which are amply documented in the literature (see for ex. [35, 36, 48] and [12] with further references there).

The situation is an instance of a problem many complex software intensive systems face. It has two methodologically different but complementary aspects, an epistemological one—how to provide accurate models of processes in the real world—and one concerning software engineering methods—how to correctly code such rigorous models by software which controls the execution of the intended processes by machines. Numerous methods and techniques exist to solve in more or less satisfactory ways the software engineering part of the problem, prominent among them various practical stepwise refinement approaches [49, 4, 10, 16, 5]. But the epistemological side of the coin, known as ground model problem, is often neglected and therefore briefly characterized below. After discussing its specific BP characteristics and proposing a way to solve it satisfactorily.

2.0.1 The ground model problem.

The problem is about requirements capture, the first activity at the two ends of the development of software-based systems: understanding and formulation of real-world problems by humans to prepare the deployment of problem solutions by code execution using various machines and platforms. Requirements capture deals with descriptions of real-world problems written by domain experts, formulated in natural language, interspersed with diagrams, tables, formulae, etc. Frequently such descriptions suffer from lack of precision, ambiguity, incompleteness, inconsistency—yet they have to serve as basis for the software design experts who usually are not knowledgeable in the application domain but have to develop software representations of the required systems, i.e. compilable programs written for mechanical elaboration by machines and therefore in need of implementation details at a level of precision and completeness that is far away from the application domain view.

In other words the question is how to link ‘informal’ requirements documents to necessarily formalized executable code, the latter written to satisfy the former, in a way to guarantee that the code does what the requirements describe and not something else. Furthermore such a link must be reliably preserved during maintenance, e.g. upon requirements change or process optimization when the process model and its implementation have to be adapted to the new situation. It is here that ground models and their stepwise refinements come into play.

A ground model is a blueprint of the to-be-implemented piece of real world—called ‘golden model’ in the semiconductor industry [44]. It defines what in [17] is called ‘the conceptual construct’ or ‘the essence’ of the software system. It does this prior to coding, abstractly and rigorously:

- at an application-problem-determined level of detailing (minimality), avoiding details that are only needed for an implementation or only belong to the used modeling language, but expressing domain knowledge as far as it is relevant for the intended system behavior,
- formulated in application domain terms with technical precision (sometimes called informal accuracy, as used in mathematics), without ambiguity, based upon the domain experts’ know-how,
- authoritatively for the further development activities including maintenance, serving in particular as design contract for the software developer.

The name ‘ground model’ refers to the fact that these models have to ground the design in reality by justifying their definition as

- correct: the model elements reliably convey the original intentions of the requirements, reflecting the technical know-how of the experts in the given domain directly, precisely and understandably for the software designer,
- complete: every semantically relevant feature is present, for the software designer there is no gap in understanding or filling in of ‘what to build’,
- consistent: ambiguities and conflicting objectives in the requirements have been removed resp. resolved by the domain experts.

As a consequence ground models have to solve the three typical problems every development process for software intensive systems faces:

- the communication problem to offer a language in which software system designers, domain experts and customers can formulate prior to coding a common understanding of ‘precisely what to build’,
- the verification method problem: since there is no infinite regress, there can be no mathematical transition from informal to precise descriptions, but model inspection and domain-specific reasoning can provide evidence of the intended direct correspondence between ground model concepts and the reality the model has to capture (using empirical interpretations of extra- logical terms to guarantee model completeness and correctness),
- the validation problem: one has to validate the model behaviour by repeatable experiments which systematically try to (in the Popperian sense) falsify model execution by runtime verification and scenario-based testing.

A way to solve the problem is to define ground models
using the not formalized, but mathematically precise general purpose language of Abstract State Machines [16]. We cannot show this here and instead refer the interested reader to [16, 46, 9, 11] for numerous references to ground model ASMs for a large variety of complex software-based systems and industrial standards. In this paper we want to show instead how one can tailor ASMs specifically to support effective ground model construction techniques in the BP domain.

2.0.2 The ground model concern for BPs.

In the BP domain we did not find the term “ground model” but the concern is there. Under various names one finds in the literature the two fundamental ground model related requests for BPMs:

application correctness BPMs should come with a minimal “semantical distance to human understanding” [21, Sect.1, pg.1] and “manage a business-meaningful scope of a business” in a way which “enables business insights and improves communication among diverse stakeholders about the operations and processes of a business” [27, pg.2]. For the GSM (Guard-State–Milestone) approach in IBM’s ArtiFact project “the core constructs of GSM were chosen … to be very close to the way that the business stakeholders think— in terms of milestones and business rules” (ibid., pg.4). Much of the focus on pictorial definitional means in the BP domain is motivated by this concern to support building BP models which are close to the domain expert’s knowledge so that he can control them to be epistemologically ‘correct’, from the point of view of the application.

implementation correctness The mapping of human-understandable BPMs to executable code “should allow propagating the information from a value chain perspective to a software-development perspective in a coherent and consistent way” providing the BP expert with an effective “end-to-end control … to build process-managed enterprise” [21, Sect.2, pg.3-4]. The declared “second broad goal” of IBM’s ArtiFact project is that BPMs “while reasonably intuitive, are actionable, in the sense that there is a relatively direct path from the specification to an implementation of running systems” [27, pg.4]. This concern is about means to reliably relate ground models to executable code using stepwise model refinement with various (experimental) validation and (mathematical) verification techniques.

The Subject-Oriented approach to BPM (S-BPM [20]) stands out among the ones which are concerned about the ground model problem by addressing it at its epistemological roots instead of only focussing on pictorial notational means for process representation. S-BPM achieves human understanding of BPMs above all by aligning BP descriptions to three fundamental constituents of elementary sentences in natural languages, namely “subjects” which perform actions (expressed by “predicates”) on “objects” and in particular communicate by sending (output) or receiving (input) messages. As a result, using the S-BPM approach:

1. Stakeholders need only to be familiar with natural language … to express their work behavior …
2. Stakeholder specifications can be processed directly without further transformations, and thus, experienced as described’. [21, Sect.1, pg.2]

The close conceptual relation analysed in [13] between the S-BPM approach and the ASM method for the development of software intensive systems triggered the idea to tailor multi-agent ASMs for BPs to a domain-specific, user-friendly, graphically supported modeling language (Sect. 3) in which BP users can express their design using directly BPM knowledge-based (including graphically represented) terms and notations which can be supported in two directions:

- by the underlying ASM constructs which correctly (for the BP expert) and precisely (for the software expert) express their intuitive understanding and can be justified by inspection and validation to do so, thus solving the ground model problem.
- by implementations of these constructs the correctness of which is validatable by experiments and (in principle) provable, given the mathematical character of ASMs and their refinements (in the sense defined in [10]) to executable code.

3. TUNING ASMS AS BPM LANGUAGE

The definition of ASM Nets below uses as components a variant of so-called control state ASMs which were defined in [8] (see also [16, Ch.2.2.6]). There are two reasons for doing this in an attempt to align with the in the BP domain widespread graphical representation of processes:

- Control state ASMs offer the BP designer a flexible high-level compositional structure to split complex models by the introduction of modes or phases into components. This compositional structure is long-known in software engineering and conveniently taken from Finite State Machines (FSMs), but control state ASMs combine it with the full power of component abstraction and refinement ASMs offer, thus avoiding a) the restriction FSMs suffer from only being able to manipulate mere letters (or words, trees, etc. in various extensions of FSMs) and b) incomprehensible spaghetti flowcharts, a risk the use of BPMN faces due to its poor process structuring means (see [36]).
- Control state ASMs inherit from FSMs the intuitive pictorial control flow representation by flowcharts and allow the designer to directly express also the underlying data, resource and environmental process conditions, at the level of detail which corresponds to the level of abstraction of the model and with textual definitions where appropriate (read: simpler, direct and without the risk of different interpretations of complex pictorial representations by different users). This uniform way to combine graphical and textual descriptions avoids the introduction of an overwhelming number of graphical language elements—a defect for which the OMG standard BPMN (which comes with more than 100 by no means all intuitive graphical elements) has been rightly criticized for [51, 52].

To find a good balance between graphical and textual representation is pragmatically important since each increase in graphical notation yields increased meta-model complexity and risks to make transparent faithful implementations more and more impractical.\(^5\)

---

\(^5\)The possibility to insert textual descriptions where a graphical format would complicate matters seems to be a dividing line between so-called process-centric and data-centric ap-
3.1 Definition of ASM Nets

An ASM Net $N$ is a (finite) diagram built from ASM net transitions (also called ASM net rules with body $M$) of the form defined by Fig. 1 where it is allowed to connect any exit node of one transition (read: to identify it) with one and at most one entry node of another transition.

![ASM Net Transition Diagram]

The $\text{Behavior}(\text{trans})$ resulting from applying the transition is defined as execution of (an instance of) the body $M$ which is

- **Started** if $N$ is in the phase denoted by the entry node and the corresponding $\text{EntryCond}$ is satisfied where $\text{EntryCond}$ can be any state property or event (e.g. to trigger a service) or a combination of both;\(^6\)
- **continued** if the body is already active and not yet Completed,
- **Finalized** when $M$’s execution is Completed letting the net proceed in the phase denoted by the exit node whose $\text{ExitCond}$ is satisfied.

Multiple $\text{EntryCond}$s are required to be pairwise disjoint unless otherwise stated; similarly for the $\text{ExitCond}$s for which it is also assumed that at least one of them is true when $\text{Completed}(M)$ holds.\(^7\)

The behavior of the entire (sequential) ASM net $N$ with given set Transition of transitions is then simply the union of all single transition behaviors, formally:

$\text{Behavior}(N) = \bigcup \{ \text{Behavior}(\text{trans}) \mid \text{trans} \in \text{Transition} \}$

The $\text{Behavior}(C)$ of a concurrent system $C$ of ASM Nets, where multiple agents execute asynchronously each one (sequential) ASM Net $N \in C$, can be defined as the set of all $\text{Behavior}(N)$ with $N \in C$. For a general precise definition of the semantics of runs of concurrent ASMs see [14].

Fig. 1 is tailored as a scheme one can instantiate as needed for specific BPs and at the desired level of detail by stepwise refining the $\text{Entry/ExitConditions}$, the body behavior (i.e. that of $M$, $\text{Start}(M)$ and $\text{Finalize}(M)$) and the termination criterion (defining when the execution of the body

proaches to BPM: “Conditions and [business] rules become essential when business policies are too intricate or cumbersome to express in a graphical format alone.” [27, pg.4]

Alternatively, the first possible entry/exit mode is assumed to be taken in the order in which their guards appear in the diagram or a selection discipline is provided.

is considered as Completed. We describe in Sect. 3.2 two concrete classes of ASM Nets and their refinements which are useful for BPM.

To achieve the mediation goal between BP and software experts mentioned in the previous section we provide for the intended intuitive understanding of Fig. 1 also a mathematically precise textual counterpart whose semantics is defined by the semantics of ASMs [16, Ch.2.4]. Here $i$ denotes any entry mode $\text{entryCond}$ and $\text{ExitCond}$, its entry condition, $j$ any exit mode and $\text{ExitCond}$, its exit condition, $\text{Mode}(M)$ the set of possible internal mode values of the body $M$ (which are assumed to be different from any entry/exit mode value).

\[
\begin{aligned}
\text{Behavior}(\text{trans}) &= \text{forall } i, j \\
& \text{if } \text{mode} = i \text{ and } \text{EntryCond}, \text{then } \text{// enter } M \\
& \text{START}(M) \\
& \text{mode} := \text{start}(M, i) \text{ // make } M \text{ active} \\
& \text{if } \text{active}(M) \text{ then } \\
& \text{if not Completed}(M) \text{ then } M \text{ // iterate } M \\
& \text{if } \text{Completed}(M) \text{ then } \text{// exit } M \\
& \text{FINALIZE}(M) \\
& \text{if } \text{ExitCond}, \text{then } \text{mode} := j \\
& \text{where } \text{active}(M) = (\text{mode} \in \text{Mode}(M))
\end{aligned}
\]

The graphical representation in Fig. 1 is borrowed from FSM flowcharts where

- each node, pictorially indicated as circle or oval usually carrying a name $i$, stands for a mode or phase of the ASM net, also called control state and corresponding to what traditionally is called an ‘internal state’ of an FSM;\(^9\)
- rhombus name the Condition which must be true (or the event which has to happen, or both) for the transition to be applicable,
- rectangles name the to-be-taken transition action, the body behavior.

3.2 Instantiating the Definition of ASM Nets

The way we propose to use ASM Nets for BP modeling deliberately avoids the complex sets of actions offered in the (syntactically richer) activity diagrams of UML 2.0 [1]\(^{10}\) or similar concepts in BPMN [2]. We want to use only graphical notations which more or less directly and clearly suggest the intuitive meaning the underlying ASM formalization defines for them as basis for a semantically correct transformation to executable code—without paying for the major reliability by a loss of generality, given that the underlying ASMs are expressivity wise as general as a computational system can be.

\(^8\)Most BPM approaches require for every $M$ a unique start mode $\text{start}(M)$. Using the same mode location for the ASM Net transition and its body $M$ determines the sequential (mono-agent) nature of the defined ASM Net.

\(^9\)’Control’ states represent the control flow part of the comprehensive state concept of ASMs which comprises also the data, resource and communication part.

\(^{10}\)In this context we mention [37, 38, 29, 30] which provide a precise mathematical foundation for the major graphical UML 2 notations, including activity diagrams, by developing ASM ground models together with their implementation, thus offering a unified precise framework for the major UML diagram types.
3.2.1 Control state ASMs.

A conceptually simple but general instance of ASM Nets results from interpreting the body $M$, $\text{START}(M)$, $\text{FINALIZE}(M)$ in an ASM Net transition as control state ASMs. The latter were defined in $[8],[16, \text{Ch.2.2.6}]$ as ASMs all of whose rules have the form of Fig. 2 with pairwise disjoint $\text{cond}_i$.

![Figure 2: Control state ASM instructions](http://www.di.unipi.it/~boerger/Papers/Bpmn/)

In Sect. 4 we will use only such control state ASMs.

3.2.2 GSM Approach.

A specific management instance of ASM Nets, formulated at an abstraction level which is appropriate for ‘guiding the operations of a business’ $[26, \text{pg.3}]$, is IBM’s recent Guard-State-Milestone (GSM) approach $[27]$. According to $[23]$ it forms ‘the conceptual basis of the forthcoming OMG Case Management Model and Notation (CMMN) standard’ $[3]$. It is not difficult to define a GSM ground model by an ASM Net once all intended system features which are only sketched in $[27]$ are fully clarified, given the close correspondence between the basic GSM concepts and their ASM net counterpart.

In GSM the word stage is used instead of mode, phase or control state; an EntryCond is called a guard which ‘enables entry into the stage body’ by launching (read: $\text{Starting}$) an occurrence of it; a stage body is ‘intended to achieve a milestone (or one of several related milestones)’ $[27, \text{pg.9}]$ which can be expressed by $\text{ExitConditions}$ (instantiating Completed($M$) to their disjunction).

GSM permits nesting of stages where ‘all occurrences of substages are terminated if the parent closes’ (op.cit., pg.12); this is a specific instance of the ASM Net submachine concept. Also ‘stages at the same level of nesting may execute in parallel’ (ibid., pg.7), which is an instance of the synchronous parallel resp. truly concurrent concept of computation of ASM Nets. A ‘transactional consistency discipline based on read and write locks’ is used, see $[15]$ for an ASM model of such a discipline. Atomic stage bodies (i.e. without substages) are allowed to contain a sequence of several tasks, namely assignments, an invocation of external services, a request to create a new instance or to send a response to a call or to send an event (message). Such tasks can be described by simple control state ASMs (see for example $[6]$).

The GSM approach shares with the ASM method the concern to describe process behavior—via the GSM lifecycle model which corresponds to (read: can be described by) the rules of an ASM model—not separated from but together with the underlying process relevant data. This is the role of the GSM information model—which corresponds to (read: can be described by) the states of an ASM—where “all business-relevant information about an entity instance”, namely data/event attributes, milestones and state information $[27, \text{pg.6-7}]$, is held. Interestingly enough the often criticized ‘global’ state concept ASMs support is used here in the sense that “the … information model is shared among the multiple stakeholders involved … a design feature that fosters communication across different groups and sub-organizations. This is a deliberate and significant departure from traditional SOA and object-oriented programming where the internal data structures of a service or object are hidden.” (ibid., pg.12)

A framework for or a rigorous foundation of what is called to ‘drill-down’ into a stage seems to be missing in op.cit. The ASM refinement concept defined in $[10]$ provides both a) a practical general framework that supports systematic detailing of model elements down to executable code and b) a rigorous mathematical foundation (which has been further developed and implemented in a well-known interactive theorem prover in $[39, 40, 42, 41, 43]$). Enhancing ‘drilling-down’ by ASM refinements could help to implement what in $[27, \text{pg.4}]$ is called “a central vision of Project ArtiFact”, namely to develop GSM models stepwise, starting from “intuitive, imprecise, and/or incomplete” descriptions and piecewise adding more and more details provided by the stakeholders, eventually leading to a GSM specification. We refer to the literature $[46, 16, 11]$ for the variety of real-life applications of ASM refinements to piecemeal system development and illustrate the method by some simple BPM examples in Sect. 4.2.

4. S-BPM INTERPRETER SPECIFICATION

In this section we instantiate ASM nets to the Subject Behavior Diagrams (SBDs) of the S-BPM method $[29]$, thereby building a ground model for the behavioral meaning of the core concepts of its commercial tool suite $[34]$. This simplifies considerably the definition of an interpreter of graphically designed S-BPMs in $[20, \text{Appendix}]^{11}$.

In an S-BPM of a (distributed) process each involved party (called subject) in each process phase performs one action which is either internal or a communication with another party ($\text{Send}$ or $\text{Receive}$ via synchronous or asynchronous message exchange). The Subject Interaction Diagram (SID) of a process defines what in $[31, \text{p.1162}]$ is called the network topology, i.e. the communication links through which the subjects interact (read: Send and Receive messages) in the process. The Subject Behavior Diagrams (SBDs) of a process on whose interpretation our attention is focussed here define for each subject the sequence of the actions it performs using the relevant data of the involved business objects.$^{12}$ In the next Sect. 4.1 we use ASM Nets to define the $\text{BEHAVIOR}_{\text{subj}}(\text{SBD})$ of a subject when it walks through an $\text{SBD}$, exploiting that the mathematical graph structure underlying ASM Nets and SBDs is the same.$^{13}$

4.1 Subject behavior diagrams

$^{11}$The appendix contains some misleading text editing errors. A correct version can be downloaded from [http://www.hanser.de/buch.asp?isbn=978-3-446-42707-5&area=Wirtschaft](http://www.hanser.de/buch.asp?isbn=978-3-446-42707-5&area=Wirtschaft) and [http://www.di.unipi.it/~boerger/Papers/Bpmn/SbpmBookAppendix.pdf](http://www.di.unipi.it/~boerger/Papers/Bpmn/SbpmBookAppendix.pdf).

$^{12}$The granularity of S-BPMs depends on the decision about which subjects should explicitly appear as actors of the to-be-defined BP. This decision reflects the particular business needs of the process and precedes the definition of the SBDs. SBDs are restricted to nets with exactly one initial node and one or more end nodes and such that each path leads to at least one end node.
By treating SBDs as ASM Nets the \( \text{Behavior}_{\text{subj}}(SBD) \) results from the local \( \text{Behavior}(\text{subj}, \text{node}) \) of the subject at any SBD node. In fact in an SBD each node represents a process phase or mode in which the executing subject is when (typically triggered by an EntryCond) it PERFORMs the associated local action \( A \) —which constitutes the body (here called service(node)) of an ASM Net transition. Once the subject has Completed to PERFORM the service(node) it proceeds to one of possibly multiple successive modes each of which can be reached under a specific termination condition of the PERFORMed service, its ExitCondition. This explains the definition of the ASM net transition in Fig. 3.

![Figure 3: Behavior(subj, node) (of a subject in a node)](image)

This intuitive understanding of the Behavior of a node is accurate (due to its mathematical foundation by the semantics of ASMs [16, Ch.2.4]) and complete relative to the understanding of what it means to START and then to PERFORM a service until it is Completed—three notions which for internal actions are defined by the typically domain-specific meaning of these actions the BP expert understands and knows well. The ASM framework supports that one might use existing library functions for their implementation or, where needed, specify the relevant functional behavior separately. The semantical meaning of PERFORMing a ComAct (Communication Action, \( \text{ComAct} \in \{\text{Send}, \text{Receive}\} \)) is defined by stepwise ASM refinement in the next Sect. 4.2.

### 4.2 Refining the Communication Actions

In this section we define by four ASM refinement steps the detailed conceptual meaning of PERFORMing an S-BPM communication, avoiding however any reference to implementation details. First we define single communication, a \( \text{ComAct} \) of sending or receiving one message and refine it to multiple communication by which a given multitude of messages can be sent or received as a bundle. The latter is refined to alternative communication which allows one to select among a set of alternatives until for one choice (if there is any) the multiple send or receive action succeeds. The last refinement yields the detailed definition of \( \text{Perform}_{\text{subj}}(\text{ComAct}) \) for any S-BPM \( \text{ComAct} \).

Each of these refinements happens to constitute a purely incremental (in logic also called conservative) extension of the given model, meaning that the extension performs previous behavior without semantical change and adds some new behavior. This special case of ASM refinements is methodologically important by the strong support conservative extensions provide for both modular design and compositional verification techniques.

In S-BPM each subject is equipped with an input pool where messages sent to this subject are placed by other subjects and where the receiver looks for a message when it is ready to take it. We abstract in this exposition from the way these input pools can be configured, accessed and blocked (for a message of a specific type and/or from a specific sender) to uniformly handle synchronous and asynchronous communication (see [20], pg. 321-324 for details).

#### 4.2.1 Single Communication Action.

For a single send or receive action the sender first has to PREPARE the msgToBeHandled, a message of a determined type to be sent or received. As second step the sender will TRY the ComAct for the prepared msgToBeHandled and then TERMINATE it with either success or failure. This explains the refinement defined by the control state ASM in Fig. 4.

![Figure 4: Single(ComAct)](image)

By further refinements one can detail the behavior of the rather abstract components PREPARE, TRY and TERMINATE. We illustrate here the next refinement step for the latter two because they define the basic use S-BPM subjects make of their input pool. For PREPARE see below the definition of Multi(ComAct).

The refinement of TERMINATE(ComAct, msgToBeHandled) states that after a successful communication the subject can COMPLETE Normally, otherwise it has to HANDLE FAILURE of sending resp. receiving the msgToBeHandled. This explains the refinement defined in Fig. 5.

![Figure 5: Refinement of TERMINATE(ComAct, m)](image)

If the sender \( \text{CanAccess} \) the input pool of the receiver and the pool is not blocked (neither for the sender nor for the type of the msgToBeHandled), then the sender can PASSMSG with msgToBeHandled for an asynchronous insertion into the pool\(^{14} \) and TERMINATE with success. Otherwise, in case the sender can have a Rendezvous for a synchronous communication with the receiver, the message is directly taken by the receiver bypassing the input pool (synchronized Receive) and the sender can TERMINATE with success.

\(^{14}\)A refinement of PASSMSG (skipped here) shows how depending on the configuration and current state of the pool the message is either dropped or inserted into the pool (possibly dropping some other message from it).
The Multi component is lifted for the preparation of the messages that need to be handled together and then sent or received one by one, without pursuing any other communication actions. The understanding is that all the messages have first to be prepared together and then to be sent or received one by one, without pursuing any other communication actions. This explains the refinement defined in Fig. 6.

Figure 6: Refinement of Try(Send, m)

Analogously a receiver, depending on whether it wants to asynchronously or synchronously receive an instance of the msgToBeHandled, checks whether such a message is Present in its input pool or available via a Rendezvous with the sender and in case it is the receiver accepts the instance of the msgToBeHandled from its input pool resp. makes a local copy of what the sender offers. This explains the refinement defined in Fig. 7.

Figure 7: Refinement of Try(Receive, m)

4.2.2 Refinement of Single to Multi(ComAct).

S-BPM permits to send or receive multiple messages in one communication action. The understanding is that all messages have first to be prepared together and then to be sent or received one by one, without pursuing any other action in between. In case of failure for at least one message the Multi(ComAct)ion fails and leads to failure handling, otherwise it succeeds.

To capture this requirement by extending Single(ComAct) incrementally it suffices to a) refine the Prepare component to prepare not one but a set MsgToBeHandled of messages and b) to apply the iteration pattern to the core component Try of Single(ComAct). Since the order in which the prepared messages are sent out or received is considered to be behaviorally irrelevant we use the non-deterministic CHOOSE operator to select for each iteration step the next msgToBeHandled out of MsgToBeHandled (together with marking the selected element to exclude double selections). In the definition of the refinement by Fig. 8 the two new components are placed on the right hand side of the reused Single(ComAct) components.

The definition of the (typically human-performed) Prepare component provides the interface to the handling of the data to define (say for Sending) the content of msgToBeHandled: a function msgData the subject uses to retrieve in the current state the needed data from the database as input for a function composeMsg to define the msgToBeHandled.

\[
\text{Prepare(Send, msgToBeHandled)(subj, state)} = \text{msgToBeHandled(subj, state)} := \text{composeMsg(subj, msgData(subj, state))}
\]

The two auxiliary functions are platform specific and therefore left abstract here. But they serve to illustrate how textual descriptions can be seamlessly combined with graphical ASM Net elements. In fact the above Prepare component is lifted for Multi(Send) as follows to compute a set MsgToBeHandled (where we introduce as further parameter alternatives of given multitude which will be used below for the further TryAlt(ComAct) refinement):

\[
\text{Prepare(Send, MsgToBeHandled)(subj, state, alt)} = \text{forall } 1 \leq i \leq \text{mult(alt)} \text{ let } m_i = \text{composeMsg(subj, msgData(subj, state, alt), i)} \text{ \text{MsgToBeHandled(subj, state)} := \{m_1, \ldots, m_{\text{mult(alt)}}\}}
\]

Remark. The extension is conservative: if MsgToBeHandled is a singleton set \{m_0\}, then the new updates are trivial and the communication step of Multi(ComAct)(\{m_0\}) boils down to execute Single(ComAct)(m_0).

4.2.3 Refinement for communication alternatives.

S-BPM forces also alternative communication actions which allow subjects to repeatedly choose one alternative out of a set of Alternatives and try to communicate the message(s) prepared for the chosen alternative until the communication succeeds, in which case the alternative communication step succeeds.
This extension consists in simply iterating \textit{Multi}(ComAct) through the given set of Alternatives until one succeeds. Assuming an appropriate initialization (which is part of the definition of the Start machine for an alternative communication node and which we skip here) the meaning of a single step of the \textit{TryAlt}(ComAct) refinement of \textit{Multi}(ComAct) is defined by Fig. 9, essentially parameterizing the set \textit{MsgToBeHandled} by the alternative.

For the iteration of \textit{TryAlt}(ComAct) the S-BPM framework stipulates that in a first (called 'non blocking') round each alternative is tried out once; if none of them succeeds further alternative communication attempts are performed in additional ('blocking') rounds which are interruptable by timeouts or user interactions. This requirement is captured by the definition in Fig. 10 which refines for \textit{Communication Action} nodes the \textit{Perform} component of Fig. 3.

![Figure 9: Refinement \textit{TryAlt}(ComAct)](image)

- **If Condition then Statement**

where \textit{Condition} describes an arbitrary state property or event (e.g. the arrival of a message or signal) which triggers the \textit{action} to-be-performed in the current state resp. implies the to-be-proved \textit{logical expression} describing a to-be-verified property (e.g. a system invariant).

To see the consequences for certifiability let us recapitulate:

- ASM Nets provide the BP expert with an intuitive but accurate and reliable behavioral definition of basic BP constructs in application-domain terms and thus enable to build BP ground models which can be systematically inspected and validated to be correct.\footnote{An open-source implementation \cite{32} of the S-BPM interpreter on top of CoreAsm \cite{19} can be used by the BP expert to experiment with executions of the process, without knowledge of the coding which translates the graphical model into executable code.}
- Ground model ASM Nets constitute a precise and complete specification for the software implementation of the BP they define; if the coding process is correct—a software design problem whose mathematical underpinning can remain hidden to the BP expert, the same as to an experienced car driver the technical details of the acceleration and brake mechanisms can remain hidden!—then the implementation is guaranteed to correctly reflect the meaning the BP expert intended when designing the high-level BPM.

As a consequence BPs developed this way can be certified. The quality (degree of reliability) of a correctness certificate is proportional to the quality of the ground model validation (e.g. by model inspection, model checking, model-based testing) and the verification of the stepwise refinements used to develop the executable BP—whether by compiling the ground model ASM Net using a compiler verified à la \cite{22,45,46,28,33} or by providing a qualified design documentation which shows the refinement correctness in the form of proof sketches or mathematical or machine supported (interactive or fully automated) proofs.

Using ASM nets offers the ingredients to produce certifiably correct industrial BPs, a challenge which is a BP-specific version of Hoare’s ‘verified software grand challenge’\cite{24,25}. In the BP domain version of the challenge, ground models and their validation play an even more important role than in the general case and constitute a challenge in their own for the modeling community.
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